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Commercial work, including numerous assignments featuring animals, is all part of the
day job for Swiss photographer Peter Hebeisen, but he also finds time to take on
satisfying long term personal projects.

For some photographers a portrait session in a studio involves a model and a couple of lights, but
for Zurich-based photographer Peter Hebeisen it can become altogether more complex. One of
his latest jobs involved photographing a baby elephant and its four family members to publicise
the Rapperswil Children's' Zoo in a nationwide billboard campaign, and the behind-the-scenes
story makes clear that complicated logistics were involved.

The shoot was particularly noteworthy for the fact that Peter was given complete carte blanche by

Right from the start Peter Hebeisen
knew that he wanted to do something
creative, but he needed to find the ideal
medium through which he could express
himself. "Fired by the short-lived notion of
becoming a writer I first studied French
literature in Paris, followed by English
literature in London," he says. "On my
way to university in London, however, I
used to pass a renowned violin maker's
studio. My love for music and my
fascination with his artistic profession
prompted me to apply for an internship.

"However, I soon realised that I was not
fulfilled by manual work alone and so I left
and signed up for a four-year
apprenticeship as a photographer and
attended Art College. In photography I
discovered an exciting means to combine
intellect, manual dexterity and a distinct
artistic visual language."

In 1986 Peter set up his own studio in
Zurich and for ten years he specialised in
fashion and editorial photography for
some of the leading European fashion ad
campaigns and magazines. Later his
interest shifted from fashion to advertising
photography, but throughout his
professional career personal art projects
have formed a vital part of his vision.

www.peterhebeisen.com
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the CEO to run it exactly as he saw fit, from start to finish. "On the request of the client I was put
in charge of everything," he says. "I did the concept, production, photography, inhouse
retouching, graphics through to printing supervision at the five colour press, and exceptionally
there was no ad agency involved."

An important requirement was to work in an area close to where the animals were kept so they
weren't stressed. "Everything had been prepared weeks in advance," says Peter. "We had a large
bank of overhead lights so the animals could move around. The set couldn't be so small for the
animals or so large unnecessary costs were involved. We got it just right: the animals were happy
and we didn't have so much as an extra bracket that wasn't required."

Peter acquired his animal friendly credentials back in 2000, after shooting the prestigious
calendar for the insurance company Winterthur XL the year after the legendary Richard Avedon
had been commisioned with Peter for the same project. "There was no point trying to match such
a master," he says. "The theme was 'experts' so I determined my portraits would depict animals
that were themselves experts, be they tiger, eagle, crocodile or chimpanzee. Many more
commissions throughout Europe followed that series."

Throughout his career Peter has relied on his favourite medium format and his Hasselblad H4D-
60, and the selection of lenses ranging from 28mm through to 250mm has been his mainstay.
"The quality of this camera is phenomenal," he says. "It's a little sturdy, as all medium cameras
are, but I can still work with it both on and off the tripod, and it's very adaptable."

This kind of flexibility is important since in his course of his work Peter covers everything from
advertising through to architecture, while his personal projects regularly involve him travelling
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huge distances. His ten year documentation of European Battlefields, for example, saw him and
an assistant driving a total of forty thousand kilometres in a VW van, covering sites as
widespread as Gallipoli (Turkey), Verdun (France), Guernica (Spain), Stalingrad (Russia) and
Jutland (Denmark), all places that, although now tranquil, once saw savage conflict.

The project comes to fruition this summer when Hatje Cantz publishes the work in a sumptuous
book, and the personal assignments have been creatively very satisfying for the photographer.
"As a photographer you either have an artistic vision or you don't," he says.

The behind-the-scenes video has been produced by moduleplus GmbH. For more information,
please visit www.moduleplus.ch.
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